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intheshed answers

QUICK ‘nIne HoLe’ 
QUIZ anSwerS:
1. 70; 2. Sunderland, Coventry 
City and St Johnstone; 3. Rocky 
Marciano; 4. Real Madrid; 5. 
Chris Paterson; 6. Golf and 
Rugby Union Sevens; 7. Royal 
Dornoch; 8. Graham Gooch and 
Ian Botham; 9. Lewis Hamilton, 
Damon Hill, Nigel Mansell, James 
Hunt and Jackie Stewart

CroSSword monSTer SUdoKo SQUIGGLy SUdoKo

A big thank you also to all my friends in the trade, some 

going back mort than 40 years! Your support has been 

invaluable not only to me but the industry in general.

As I hand over the reins to Euan, a special thank you, as 

he has made these past six months so much more enjoyable 

by taking much of the strain, his commitment and 

enthusiasm will put him in good stead to keep Turnberry at 

the top and I wish him and his Family every happiness for 

the Future.

George Brown
Golf Courses & Estate Manager, Turnberry Hotel   

THe 2009 open GoLF CHampIonSHIp, TUrnberry

Through Greenkeeper International Magazine, may I post a few 
thanks in your letters column 

I would like to express my thanks for all the help from the 
BIGGA support team during the tournament; it was satisfying 
to know that they were there in the background in case of any 
emergency.

I would also like to thank our volunteers and friends from local 
clubs as well as former colleagues from as far a field as Dubai, 
New Zealand and Australia, you were indeed a great help and 
made our job so much easier, ‘but I do wonder about their sanity’ 
who on earth would get out of their bed at 3 in the morning and 
go to work?  And then come back in the evening and work until 
10.30pm,… unpaid?

I cannot speak highly enough of my own staff, they have all 
put in a tremendous effort these past couple of years with added 
pressure of additional construction, not only on the Ailsa Course 
but  also our other courses, and not forgetting the gardens and 
grounds. During this time we have had new owners that have 
invested heavily in the refurbishment of the Hotel and also 
upgraded our golf course equipment, so their expectations are 
high, (and the noose gets tighter). 

As this preparation was for my last Tournament, I was so 
pleased for all concerned, the organisers, (R&A), all at Turnberry 
and of course the Players, it was a great success and the Golf 
Course was enjoyed by all, with some fabulous TV viewing 
worldwide.

A special thanks to my Head Greenkeepers, Martin, Jimmy, 
Tom, and assistants, Dennis, Johnny, and Morris. Not forgetting 
Jim & Elfie in the workshop and, of course, Jackie, admin.

Since my arrival at Turnberry I have been most fortunate to 
have accumulated a professional and dedicated crew over these 
past 24 years and thank you all for your support over the years.

WEST BRADFORD GOLF CLUB

Head Greenkeeper
With a history of over 109 years of golf, we have a popular, 
mature course which will provide a great opportunity for a 

forward  thinking professional to display his/her skills. 
The post would be ideal for a current Head Greenkeeper or 
a suitably qualified First Assistant who is ready to step up to 

running his/her own course.

A competitive package is available for the right candidate.

Please contact the Secretary on tel. No. 01274542767 or 
secretary@westbradfordgolfclub.co.uk in the first instance.



pity the poor Safety advisor as he 
lives for the day when he visits a 
golf club client to find that the club 
owners/directors have actually 
read his last report, listened to 
the recommendations of the 
management team, taken some form 
of action, and then communicated 
their proposals for action all the way 
down the chain of command! Here 
follows a few grumbles from your 
dedicated safety advisor!

There is no doubt that there are clear 
trends in the way golf clubs fail to deal with 
what are in most cases very straightforward 
issues that are not going to cost a lot of 
money; Why is this? Health and Safety 
Inspectors could not make it more clear to 
employers that they are looking for evidence 
that the business is doing its reasonable 
best to develop and improve, in an ongoing 
way, a safety management system that is 
relevant to their level of business activity 
and the hazards that have been identified 
by their managers.

A fundamental problem is that I am still 
finding confusion among the Committee/
Directors of some members clubs about 
exactly who is the employer. This leads to 
some strange signatures on the Statement 
of Safety Policy; there is no way round this 
little problem - this all important document 
is to be signed by a representative of the 
employer. So, to help these poor folk to 
decide I recommend that they ask them-
selves a simple series of questions. 

Who is responsible for forming the poli-
cies of the club and setting the direction for 
its future development? Irrespective of titles, 
who sits at the ‘top of the shop’? Well sir, it 
is you, and your colleagues, who are the 
employer.

Effective communication is a key element 
in ensuring that all employees know what 
is going on and this process starts at the 
top. The employer has a duty to inform his 
employees of those important decisions that 
will have an effect on the way they carry 
out their duties and about any changes 
to policies, procedures, not to mention 
physical changes to the site. This important 
aspect of the management of a business is 
much neglected and yet it is ‘good to talk’. 

A good test for us weary advisors is to ask 
about our last report. The story of the jour-
ney of a report is sometimes bizarre! Having 
paid a fee for the report it is sometimes lost 
‘in the system’ with puzzled frowns on faces 
as Chairman of Green etc try and remember 

where it went. “Let’s see now, the report was 
sent in May so perhaps it is in the June/
July minutes? No there doesn’t seem to 
be a record of it being considered by any 
Committee or the Board!” “But it contained 
a summary of the key recommendations 
for action on page 4?” Ah yes, well perhaps 
you could summarise them again in this 
report?”

But let us not be too critical of the Owners/
Directors of the club, what about the staff? 
Let us look at the worrying increase in acci-
dents involving the use of work equipment 
on slopes; not just large ride-on machines 
but the issue of using hand held rotary 
mowers on slopes using ropes that have 
firmly tied off the ‘dead man’ handle! In 
one month alone I had three enquires from 
exasperated Health and Safety Inspectors 
asking for my opinion. 

Apparently one Course Manager was 
firmly of the view that it is ‘custom and prac-
tice’ among greenkeepers and should be 
allowed to continue. This despite a  prosecu-
tion pending against one golf club following 
an accident with loss of toes, yes the wrong 
footwear was being worn as well!

I have a few questions for you all who 
are allowing this daft and dangerous prac-
tice - ‘Are you mad?’ Have you not heard 
of the principles of risk assessment, that 
you should actively seek alternatives that 
would reduce the risk without significantly 
interfering with the efficiency of the job? Do 
you have the evidence that you have looked 
at the problem and can find no alternative 
way of doing the job? Think hard before you 
allow this practice to continue as it will be 
you, yes you, who will be asked to explain 
why the operator was allowed to interfered 
with the safety controls.

While on the subject of safety and work 
equipment, let me explain something that 
you appear not to appreciate. Seat belts are 
fitted to ride on work equipment where Roll 
Over Protection Systems (ROPS) are in use 
and they will be worn in the circumstances 
identified in the risk assessment where 
a roll over accident is likely. That means 
the operator will get on the machine and 
BELT UP! So what bit of BELT UP do you 

not understand? Do you really think that 
your reason ‘Oh, but I am on and off the 
machine constantly’ really stands up? So 
Head Greenkeepers/Course Managers how 
about setting an example and enforcing a 
safety rule?

Finally, a word about the golfer. What 
exactly is wrong with sleeper steps that have 
been in use on golf courses long before I 
started my greenkeeping career in 1962? 

How come we are getting an increasing 
number of complaints and some claims for 
accidents where careless golfers are stum-
bling on these perfectly adequate features 
of a golf course? Soft spikes wear down at 
least twice as fast as proper spikes and they 
need to be changed perhaps several times a 
year! You will also find that if you actually 
look where you are going you might not fall 
down so often!
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the views expressed within on the Soapbox are not 
necessarily those of Greenkeeper International

Soapbox
on the

a new vehicle for people within the 
industry to express their viewpoint

Soapbox
on the

a new vehicle for people within the 
industry to express their viewpoint

John Allbutt

Trials and Tribulations
     of a Safety Advisor



Bayer Environmental Science, 230 Cambridge Science Park, 
Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 0WB
Tel: 00800 1214 9451 Fax: 01223 226635  
www.escience.bayercropscience.co.uk

ALWAYS READ THE LABEL : USE PESTICIDES SAFELY.  
CHIPCO® GREEN contains 255 g/l iprodione. (MAPP 13843) (PCS 02714). 
Chipco is a registered trademark of Bayer. 
© Bayer Environmental Science 2008.

A Business Operation of Bayer CropScience

• Contact action - Rapid control

• Very reliable turf fungicide

• Rainfast in 1 hour

• Excellent ‘green-up’ properties

• Reduces dew switching

NEW
APPROVAL!
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